
This 60 year old institution, is a behemoth among the colleges 
offering programmes in pharmaceutical sciences in the 
country. The growth of the institution has been spectacular, 
thanks to the benevolent management, dedicated faculty 
and supporting staff and enterprising students. 

MCOPS attracts meritorious students from across the length 
and breadth of India and from abroad. MCOPS is known for 
quality in academics, research and extracurricular activities. 

At MCOPS, learning is facilitated through conduct of 
workshops, conferences, symposiums and seminars. MCOPS 
has been the launching pad for a large number of highly 
successful pharmaceutical scientists, entrepreneurs and 
academicians. The institution continues on its onward 
journey, true to its slogan- Marching with the Times.
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Please join us as we celebrate

thSaturday, 11  February, 2023  | 5.30 pm
Quadrangle, MIT, Manipal

th60  Awards & Annual Day 2023

Chief Guest

Dr Sadhna Joglekar

Prof Krishnamurthy Bhat
Vice Principal

Prof C Mallikarjuna Rao
Principal

Kindly occupy your seat by 5.30 pm
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Title

thSaturday, 11  February, 2023  | 10.30 am
Dr TMA Pai Auditorium, KMC, Manipal

Speaker

MCOPS Golden Jubilee 
Commemoration Lecture 2023

Manipal IPCs' funded

Head, Global Drug Development, India, Novartis 
Dr Sadhna Joglekar

“Indian Pharmaceutical R&D and Innovation 
Ecosystem: The Past, Present and Future”

Decisive, results-oriented, transformational and passionate medical affairs and 
clinical research professional, Dr Sadhna Joglekar is the Head of Global Drug 
Development (GDD) Centre in India for Novartis. She is also a member of the 
NGSC (Novartis Global Service Center) Board in India.  
As Head of GDD in India, Sadhna leads the creation and implementation of the 
overall long-term vision and strategic priorities for GDD India that will 
enable growth for all GDD functions in India. She also plays a key role in 
facilitating cultural changes that empower GDD India associates to realize their 
full potential and have a big impact on patients. Prior to Novartis, she worked 
with Sun Pharmaceuticals as Senior Vice President and Global Medical Head 
[excluding USA] for Innovative Patented Portfolio. She has a proven track 

record of successfully leading Country, Area and Regional medical affairs teams across APAC, 
China, Japan, LATAM, Russia/CIS, Middle East, and Turkey, with a focus on value creation for 
stakeholders as the innovative pipeline moves from clinical development into commercialization 
phase across broad spectrum of therapeutic areas. She has a special interest in people 
development, successfully building cutting edge medical affairs and clinical research teams that 
are capable of developing robust clinical evidence and then disseminating that evidence to the 
external stakeholders.
Efficient multi-tasker, with unique combination of strategic vision, enterprise thinking, detail 
orientation, and task prioritization, she is known for an objective and proactive approach to 
problem and conflict resolution with uncompromised integrity. Sadhna is experienced in designing 
blueprints for new fit-for-purpose medical and clinical organizations and managing technical and 
cultural integration post company acquisitions. She has many publications to her credit and is an 
invited speaker at many conferences.


